
NEW BURLESQUE SHOW WITH 
BIG BARK AND EVEN BIGGER BITE 

 LONEFOXX unleashes audience immersive entertainment for private events 
worldwide 

 Co-founders Nikki Dalonzo and Jamie Donovan are well-established performers 
in Los Angeles’ commercial dance industry. 

 LONEFOXX, the team’s new burlesque company, offers highly customizable 
shows for private events and celebrations of all kinds. 

 Each show relies on crowd work and event space to create an exclusive 

performance experience for audiences. 

LOS ANGELES, CA, 2017-Nov-02 — /EPR Network/ — Two of Los Angeles’ most 
illustrious professional dancers launch, LONEFOXX, an interactive burlesque show that 
stands out from the pack. 

 

Nikki Dalonzo and Jamie Donovan are co-founders of LONEFOXX. The pair met in Los 
Angeles dancing for artists like Selena Gomez, Britney Spears, Taylor Swift, Gwen 

Stefani, Robin Thicke, Ricky Martin, CeeLo Green, BANKS, Major Lazer and Massive 
Attack. Collectively, the ladies have appeared on the iconic stages of Saturday Night 
Live, The GRAMMYs, VMAs and the Super Bowl as well as in LA’s former premiere 

burlesque show, Harlow Gold. Afters years of experience performing alongside the 
industry’s elite, it was time to collaborate on a project of their own. Enter LONEFOXX. 

LONEFOXX tailors burlesque experiences for private events like birthday celebrations, 
holiday parties and corporate occasions. The company’s collection of shows pay homage 

to burlesque of the past and present through audience immersive performances. Co-
founders Dalonzo and Donovan concept, style and perform in every LONEFOXX show 
together. 

“We appreciate artists like Dita Von Teese who preserve the classic artform of 

burlesque. LONEFOXX takes inspiration from the refinement of acts like Dita’s but 
engages with audiences in a non-classical, more punk rock way,” says Donovan. 
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One distinct feature of LONEFOXX is the changeable nature of its shows. Each show 
transforms based on the type of the event and performance space. This guarantees no 

two shows are the same. Every performance provides a rarefied experience for 
audiences around the world. 

“Our shows are modern, in-your-face and heavy on audience interaction,” Dalonzo 
adds, “LONEFOXX is not striptease. Our focus is sharing raw, unapologetic dance talent 

with a splash of pop culture.” 

To find out more about LONEFOXX, visit LONEFOXX.com. For bookings and press 
inquiries, contact LONEFOXX at getfoxxedup@lonefoxx.com. 

About LONEFOXX 
LONEFOXX was born on September 1, 2017 in Los Angeles. All of the neoburlesque 

company’s work, from concepts to styling, photography to choreography, is crafted in 
house by creators Nikki Dalonzo and Jamie Donovan. 

Contact: 
Nikki Dalonzo and Jamie Donovan 

Co-founders, Creators and Performers 
LONEFOXX, LLC. 
Phone: 714.606.5605 

Email: getfoxxedup@lonefoxx.com 

Related Links: 
https://www.lonefoxx.com/ 
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